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Principal’s Report
2018 was another year of consolidation. The school roll plateaued somewhat
but still peaked at 267 which is the highest for many years; there were no
major employment issues and the staff remains stable; the new deputy
principal has added a fresh voice to the management of the school; we saw the
disestablishment of national standards and the subsequent scramble to return
to broader and more meaningful assessment practices; the children were
settled and there were few major behavioural problems; the Ministry
continued to guide us through the development of an enrolment zone; the
long-awaited playground project was nearly completed; the 10-year property
plan and essential special needs upgrades were stalled by the Ministry and
have not yet been approved; the school has healthy reserves and looks great
with lots of attractive plantings about the place; we became the lead school in
the community of learning Otepoti ki Te Raki. Our relationship with the
community and especially the other educational sites is generally very strong.
So too is the relationship with the local Ministry of Education. We still struggle
to easily resource those children who have the greatest learning and behaviour
needs.

We continue to be an active participant in initial teacher education with the
local University of Otago College of Education.
2019 promises to be an interesting year. Trustee elections will see a change in
governors. The findings of the review of Tomorrow’s Schools will start to
impact as the Government will no doubt seek to get some runs on the board
quickly. Teachers will most likely take industrial action to achieve better pay
and conditions. Our involvement in a community of learning will extend our
networks into other schools and early childhood centres. New assessment
tools will be developed to better reflect the national and local curriculum
objectives.
The school is in good heart and as a collective we continue to provide high
quality care and education to the children and families of the Valley.
John McKenzie, Principal

Deputy Principal’s Report
College of Education
The student teachers who completed their placements in the second half of
the year at school all felt welcomed in their role as a student teacher and 85%
felt fully supported in their classroom practice. Other positive points that they
mentioned included:






The inclusive nature of the school.
The trips that the children participated in.
PB4L positive reward cards for positive behaviour and how that works.
Being able to observe the bilingual class while on placement.
The community feel and nature of the school.

The lowest score again for the survey was for assessment procedures being
discussed between the associate and student and the student being involved
in assessing children’s work. 28% of the students rated these questions low on
the scale at a 3 or 4 out of 5. This will need to be discussed with the staff and
put into practice next year. An outlier in the survey was a student rating their
associate a 4 for being a helpful role model for them to follow, their comment
in areas of improvement was that matching students with teachers that can
cope with the added stress is very important. A discussion about our role as a
‘normal’ school and the importance of being a helpful role model at teacher
only day could be a nice reminder to staff.
Birthday Testing
The birthday testing is a valuable exercise for our school. The children read to
me on or near their birthdate and I take a running record and analyse it. I put
the accuracy percentage and the comprehension percentage on a spreadsheet
and share these results with the class teacher. They can use this to compare
with the reading data they have to get a wider picture of the child as a reader.
The children at NEV Normal are excellent at decoding text with a 96% average
for accuracy across the school. The comprehension of literal questions is also
excellent. Children have difficulty answering the inference questions across the
school, which brings the average for comprehension down to 77%. The explicit
teaching of how to answer inference questions should be a focus in the
reading programmes in 2019.

Play is the Way
Play is the Way is a philosophy of behaviour education and student selfregulation that fosters independent, self-motivated, empathetic, life-long
learners. It is a practical methodology (mainly taught through games) for
teaching social and emotional skills which helps students master their
behaviour.
I have taken regular Play is the Way lessons (either weekly or fortnightly) in
rooms H5, H6, H1 and H3. There were a range of children who found the
games difficult because they had to work as a team and at the beginning would
get frustrated with others. The more they were exposed to the different games
and participated in discussions about empathy and self-regulation the better
they were able to respond during the games. We have noticed a real difference
in how particular children are able to modify their behaviour throughout the
sessions. I have taken most of the other classes for Play is the Way but it has
been more sporadic. I have included the Play is the Way goals into our weekly
Positive Behaviour for Learning (PB4L) goals so that they are discussed
throughout the school. Next year I would like to observe how Green Island
School has merged Play is the Way with PB4L in their school.
Positive Behaviour for Learning (PB4L)
At the beginning of this year Leia Silby delivered a staff meeting and modelled
how behaviour incidents can be entered onto Edge – our student management
system. All behaviour incidents for the year have been entered onto Edge
which makes it easier to retrieve any statistics or information needed.
The top three most problematic behaviours recorded are as follows:
 Physical 49%
 Verbal 15%
 Non-compliance 12%
The most problematic day of the week was Tuesday 1-2pm followed by
Monday and Wednesday 9-10am.

There were more problem behaviours recorded in the month of August which
is understandable due to weather. It shows the importance of children needing
to run around outside rather than being confined to a classroom.
63% of the incidents this year occurred in the classroom followed by 17% on
the field and 9% in the playground.
Positive behaviour is reinforced with our goal of the week and the ‘star cards’
given out to the students exhibiting the goal. Peer mediators and PALs also
give out cards to children who are following the rules in the playground and
showing good sportsmanship while playing games in the hall. At assembly on a
Friday the students who get their card drawn out choose a prize from the
treasure box. This year we introduced prizes for the senior school that were
more appealing e.g.: Megazone vouchers, Moana Pool vouchers, movie
vouchers and hot chocolate vouchers.
Next year we will merge PB4L with Play is the Way and our new NEV Normal
Learning Assets. By doing this it should make it easier for the teachers and
students to understand the system and teachers won’t see it as three different
aspects they need to find time to teach.
Inquiry
All staff attended a Kath Murdoch inquiry seminar earlier in the year. The long
serving staff have attended this presenter’s seminars in the past so this was a
chance for new comers to get up to speed with her methods and for the others
to refresh their knowledge in this area. I led staff meetings on how we can
have our own common language at NEV Normal for inquiry learning. This way
the children will be exposed to the same language throughout the school and
understand what the various terms and approaches mean. After many staff
meetings, discussions and surveying the students we have developed the
following common language for our learning assets:






We are self-managers
We are researchers
We are thinkers
We are communicators
We are team players

The common language we have for the inquiry process is as follows:






Let’s get curious
Let’s get exploring
Let’s get sorting
Let’s get creative
Let’s get reflecting

The above will be presented on posters which will be in each class by the
beginning of 2019.

Special Education Coordinator Role (SENCO)
This year we have had eight teacher-aides working in the school with a range
of students. We have also had a specialist teacher from Sara Cohen Special
School working with a group of students on a Wednesday afternoon. All of the
students have made progress in their social and academic learning.
Unfortunately, one student was declined ORS funding from the Ministry of
Education but we have included him in the Wednesday afternoon group which
worked well.

I attended a course along with some teacher-aides called ‘Storymaker’ which is
computer software. It is story writing and reading software to aid language
development for those with learning challenges. We were lucky to be given
their surface pro to trial for two terms with two students and it was incredibly
engaging and beneficial for both students. The software would be helpful for a
range of students, including ESOL children. The software will only work on a
‘Windows’ system and most of our technology is google chrome. In 2019, we
will apply for assistive technology which will be able to ‘run’ the software and
be available for a range of students. If unsuccessful through the Ministry of
Education we will apply to ‘trusts’ for grants as I believe it will help many
students here at NEV Normal.
Andrea Thorburn, Deputy Principal

SENIOR SYNDICATE REPORT 2018
This year has had many ups and down and changes that staff and students
have worked through.
Term one
Jane Hesson and Judith Evans Weir team lead the senior syndicate as I was on
secondment to the Kura Kaupapa Maori o Otepoti. Planning and preparation
for the year occurred at the end of 2017 and with a meeting in early 2018 they
planned how they would put their ideas into action.
Getting girls into robotics was a focus for term one assisted by parent Louise
Kewene-Doig . The introduction of the digital technology curriculum was the
main aim for our syndicate.
Term 2
I returned to NEV Normal after my secondment to a fully planned term
prepared by the team. The term became extremely busy with the whole
school focus on the Art Expo with the theme “Patterns in Nature”. Also, the
continued focus on writing saw with staff coming together to reflect on the
children’s learning and where we should be taking them.
Junior teacher, Amanda Townsend undertook a stock-take on how our reading
was going across the school and reported back in this term. From this
research, we saw some areas in which we needed to focus in on and areas in
which we could improve on.
Term 3
The senior syndicate continued with their team planning. Inquiry professional
development (PD) stirred up the teachers and they were keen to develop their
understanding in this area - we began brainstorming our ideas and looking at
our planning through the eyes of an integrated curriculum model. Using a
visual representation showing curriculum focus and a range of ideas assisted
teachers to be inspired and enabled them to develop their own planning.

Term 4
Collaborating and sharing their new learning together gave the team a sense of
confidence to start their first experiment using inquiry around the big ideas of
‘Disasters’ and ‘Celebrations’.
At times, there have been challenges that the teaching staff have presented
and at times I have had to call on management for advice. Regular visits,
observations and walk-throughs would enable me to keep a finger on what is
going on in the senior classrooms as I feel at times separated from the rest of
the teaching syndicate.
Next steps for 2019:





Reading programmes
Summer of Reading initiative
Assessments and the introduction of new assessment tools
Assessment SW plan / Portfolio set up / Inquiry Planning and coverage
plan
 Explicit planning of visits to other teacher’s classrooms
 Digital technology
 Term reports on student progress in reading, writing, mathematics and
inquiry/curriculum.
Maria Kewene-Edwards, Team Leader Senior Syndicate

Library Report 2018
The library at North East Valley continues to be place where children and
teachers engage in a variety of learning and class programmes
Jill Ferry continues as our librarian assistant. Jill monitors the use of the library,
labeling and coding books, book selection and purchase and the running of our
Access-it computer programme. Her continued support and expertise are
invaluable. She has also ensured that our overdue books are hunted down and
where necessary invoicing for non-returns.
Capacity causes problems as we continue to build our book collection.
Purchases have been made in the following areas ensuring that our collection
is kept up to date and reflecting the needs of our readers and teachers.






Junior Fiction
Senior Fiction
Junior 1st Chapter books
Senior picture books
Non-Fiction

 Reference area
We continue to have financial input from the PTA with their yearly donation to
our library. We recognise their financial assistance by inserts in books
purchased over the year.
A continued concern is the large number of overdue books and non-payment
of accounts of lost books. We regularly keep families informed of lost books
and send out accounts when these avenues have been exhausted.
2018, Jill and I sought advice and suggestions from the National Library from
furniture, layout, book displays to engaging students in reading. This resulted
in some initiatives in the library. I completed the on-line course The Summer of
Reading. This plan will see new ways of using the library and its collection with
our school and community.
The library will reopen at the beginning of term 1 2019 after outlines and
programmes and timetables has been discussed and finalised.
Maria Kewene – Edwards, Teacher in charge of the School Library

Te Rōpu Manaaki: Reflections, Achievements, and Goals
Ko Kapukataumahaka ō mātou mauka
Ko Pukehaukea ō mātou awa
Ko te kura tuatahi ō North East Valley Normal school ō mātou kura
Ko Te Rōpu Manaaki te akomanga.
No reira, tēnā koutou,
Tēnā koutou,
Tēna koutou katoa.
Since its inception in 2017, Te Rōpu Manaaki has taken huge steps to learn,
live, and breath te reo Māori me ōnā tikaka. Our class started small with 17
students in 2017. The ages ranged from Year 2-6. We established our name “Te
Rōpu Manaaki” which centres on the integral cultural practice of showing
reciprocity, respect, and kindness to everyone. In 2017, we set foundations for
the core values in our class, engaged kaiāwhina Māori Aroha Mules, and
participated in two full immersion events through the Kotahi Mano Kaika
initiative.
In 2018, we strengthened the foundations by integrating a new value of
tūhuratanga. This means to discover, and was enhanced by our whole school
effort to incorporate the Inquiry Model into our kura. We have been given
more opportunities to use our language and involve ourselves with the wider
community including: Logan Park High School, Kā Puananī, and Te Kura
Kaupapa Māori ō Ōtepōti. During this year, we said farewell to Whaea Aroha
and welcomed a new kaiāwhina Māori, Poutama Dixon who is a former pupil
of our school. We also started a partnership pilot programme with Sam
Weepers from Otago Resource Teacher of Learning and Behaviour (RTLB) for a
pou whirinaki (RTLB for Māori Medium schools).

To reflect on the last two years, we have made huge progress in the
integration and acceptance of te reo Māori me ōnā tikaka at our kura. Our
whānau involvement and aroha has been amazing and we couldn’t have
progressed as much as we have without such support. We were given Level 3
(30-50%) status as an immersion level in 2018 which has incentivised us to
pursue higher immersion goals in the years hereafter.
Our goals that we have discussed as a class and whānau are:
 Integrate the whānau into class hui and learning to enhance student
agency between home and school.
 Have whānau facilitate lessons for parents who are new learners of te
reo to teach what they use in the home.
 Go for Level 2 status (50-80%) immersion in the classroom.
Ngā mihi, nāku iti nei,
Nā Mel Stojanovich, Kaiako, Te Ropu Manaaki

Digital Literacy
This year I created a digital citizenship plan that was carried out in the senior
syndicate to look more in depth into how to be safe online and expectations
here at our school. The feedback from the team was positive. A poster about
expectations at NEVN was also created and posters were distributed in senior
classes. In 2019, these posters will be up in all classes throughout the school.
In 2019, I would like to look into the digital technologies curriculum more and
focus on computational thinking. I would like to bring in some tools such as
makeymakeys to enhance computational skills and try and find some nondevice based activities that will also make the tamariki problem solve, think
critically, communicate and collaborate, which are all vital skills for our
tamariki in this ever evolving world they are growing up in. I will look to
support any teachers who would like support in setting up or using technology
and know that Jane has asked about setting up a class seesaw.
Lisa Dyer, Teacher in charge of Digital Literacy

English as a Second Language (ESOL)
This year we have had twenty-four ESOL eligible students who were able to
access Ministry of Education English as a Second Language funding.
Of those, 15 students are from a migrant background and 9 are New Zealand
born.
These students present a diverse range of needs and abilities and have been
taught individually and in small groups. Some of our new ESOL eligible students
have very limited English and are adjusting to life in New Zealand, along with
the cultural challenges this presents.
Throughout the year, I have taught these children in conjunction with their
classroom programme. I have worked on letter identification, letter sounds,
word knowledge, language structure, and identified gaps in their English
knowledge to assist their classroom learning.
Ed Ansell, Teacher in charge of ESOL

Ongoing Resourcing Scheme (ORS)
This year we have had 5 students who qualify for Ministry Ongoing Resourcing
Scheme (ORS) funding at school. These children have high to very high special
needs. ORS verification ensures provision of extra teacher-aide assistance (only
up to 18 hours a week – the Board must meet costs above that figure),
adapted programmes and specialised equipment or material to support these
children in accessing the curriculum.
Resources to support special need is both centrally held [Ministry of Education]
and school-based. They include specialist support, therapy, staffing,
equipment and other material, property modification and transport, as well as
advice and specialist support.
North East Valley Normal is focused on ensuring all students learn and achieve,
every day.
This year we have been very lucky to have a team of wonderful talented
support staff, most with teaching experience and all with a passion for the job.
In addition, we have employed Rachael Forde (part of Sara Cohen School’s
Specialist Teacher Outreach Service) to provide expertise and support to our
ORS funded students. Rachael has worked with our ORS funded students on
Wednesday afternoons throughout the school year.
We have changed our individual education plan (IEP) format to suit both the
child and the teaching team and this has given us the freedom to follow the
child’s passion.
Some of the children have attended a weekly music workshop held at
Balmacewen Intermediate, delivered by two specialist music teachers, while
others have attended a weekly music therapy session at Sara Cohen School.
The children had a number of out of class experiences including a trip to the
newly opened Tuhura science display at the Otago Museum, and a train trip to
Waitati at the end of the school year.
Many thanks to the Board of Trustee for supporting these wonderful children.
Ed Ansell, Teacher in charge of ORS

Reading Recovery
During 2018 ten children entered reading recovery, two carried over from last
year.
This accelerated programme is offered to children after one year of
school. There is a selection process and the children making the least progress
for their cohort are taken into the programme if a place exists.
Funding for the programme is shared between the ministry and the school.
It was pleasing to see the gains made by all children.
Four children had their series of lessons successfully discontinued and returned
to their classroom programme reading at the expected level for their age
group. The levels of improvement in reading ranged from 10-14 levels.
One child entered the programme and then left the school. Transfer
paperwork was sent to their new school to allow them to continue at their
new school.
One ESOL child entered the programme but was put on hold until next
year. This was to enable the child to receive further work in oral language and
to allow some health issues to be attended to. This child will enter the
programme in 2019. Putting children on hold allows them to re-enter the
programme at a later date.
Two children are currently working in the programme but it is expected they
will have their series of lessons discontinued before the end of the year.
One child will have their series of lessons carried over to 2019.
This year we were able to offer one of our older ESOL children a short-term
place towards the end of the year. This saw the child make accelerated
progress and means they are reading closer to the level we would expect given
they have had around 18 months in a NZ school.
Next year we retain our current level of funding, allowing us to have four
children in the programme at any one time.
Tracy Ballantine, Reading Recovery Teacher

Perceptual Motor Programme (PMP)
2018 was another successful year for the PMP programme run in our
school. The programmes success is in no small way due to the wonderful work
and expertise that parent Kristie Richards brings to her role. Kristie is a trained
and experienced occupational therapist and works as a teacher-aide for us.
This year Kristie attended a professional development course on PMP; it was
great to be able to give her this opportunity.
As with the year prior, when H7 was opened as a class, H6 stepped away from
the programme to allow focus on the youngest children. This worked
smoothly and felt well-timed, as the children in H6 had a full year and a half of
PMP. All children involved in the programme have made great progress which
sets them up well for learning further up the school, both in terms of their
awareness of their bodies in space and the fine and gross motor skills that they
have developed and strengthened.
The equipment is now stored more securely and is being respected by other
users of the hall. Thank you for this. Most equipment is still in good order,
and is being maintained and replaced as and when necessary.
Kirstin Flockton, Teacher in charge of PMP

Enviroschools
2018 was a very successful year for our involvement in the Enviroschools
programme. We have had great support from our facilitators Daniel and Janet
at the DCC. We have continued to meet once a term with the other enviroschools in the local area which has developed a good sense of comradery and
forward movement.
We had two intakes of ‘enviro-reps’ from each class, term 1 and 2, and then
term 3 and 4. This approach is providing a really nice amount of time for
developing the schools Enviroschool practices and giving as many children as
practicable a sense of being in the steering seat.
Our big achievement was completing the process for the Bronze Reflection.
This reflection resulted in our school being awarded bronze status. The
reflection provided an excellent platform to celebrate the mahi of the past
eight years and all of those involved. So much is ingrained in the way we do
things at our school and it was a lovely way to share that will the whole school
community.

As we look forward into 2019 our focus will be on continuing to strengthen the
presence of the Enviroschool kaupapa throughout the school’s various facets,
both in teaching programmes and management practice. Our hope is that we
will be ready to complete the silver reflection at the beginning of 2020.
Thank you to all involved for you continued support.
Kirstin Flockton and Theresa Bowen, Enviroschools Coordinators

The Junior Syndicate
The Junior Syndicate Team has had a productive year with children making lots
of progress in their work, and having many experiences in and out of the
classroom.
The Junior Syndicate is made up of Michael Andrew H4, Amanda Townsend H5,
Kirstin Flockton H6 and in term 4 we welcomed Robyn Cleland in H7 full time.
Over the year, the children have participated in the following events outside of
the classroom:
 Football skills sessions
 Art education, Dunedin Art Gallery











Museum visit as part of an early Dunedin focus
Swimming blocks
In-school performances
Keeping Ourselves Safe health unit
Lab in a box
Earthquake education as part of the national earthquake shakeout event
Blind Foundation speaker
Logan Park senior students facilitated sports day
Family shared lunch

The teachers of the junior school have closely monitored children’s progress in
core curriculum areas through running records in reading, and Junior
Achievement in Maths (JAM) testing and collection writing samples in written
language.
Of the 66 children in the Junior Syndicate, 51 are reading at or above our
school benchmarks in reading. 15 are reading below the expected level. These
children are identified and given extra time with teacher aides, or are taken
into the Reading Recovery Programme. Out of these 15 children, one child is
ORS funded, 4 children are ESOL students, 2 children are on the ASD spectrum
and 2 children started school well after their fifth birthday and 2 had very
limited language experiences as they only started talking at the age of 4. One
child started at our school in late term 2 with major family issues and limited
schooling.
We have continued to build up our reading resource this year, and will
continue to do so next year. As our roll grows so does the demand on our
resources. We have spent $700 on PM Reading books but at $10 dollars a
book we are not getting a large number of books for that big spend.
One of our teachers in the junior syndicate has had students from the College
of Education this year.
PMP impacts very positively on our youngest children and their learning.
Thanks to the BOT for continued funding for teacher-aides and PMP. They are
an essential part of our team. The teacher aides spend the majority of their
time working on reading and some maths if the children are below.
Michael Andrew, Lead Teacher Junior Syndicate

RAINBOW CLASS
The Rainbow Class has been very successful again this year and three classes
per term have been held.
Up to 24 children and their parents or caregivers have attended this year with
up to 8 children per session. We have tried to limit the number of visits to 2
terms prior to starting as the children are going to their centres saying they are
a school kid now! Because of this the numbers are lower at the class giving us a
richer time getting to know the child and the new parents.
By including elements of the typical new entrant classroom programme, we
have seen a very smooth transition to school for the children who have
attended Rainbow Class. The spin-offs within the community have been
fantastic, and every child who has attended Rainbow Class this year has gone
on to enrol at North East Valley Normal School.
Michael Andrew, Teacher Rainbow Class

The Middle Syndicate
The middle syndicate has had 72 children in it this year, ranging from year 2 - 4
years. They have been supported by 4 teachers and one teacher aide.
Over the year, the children have participated in the following events outside of
the classroom:




















Beach Education day at St Kilda
Visiting Botanic Gardens as part of science study
Swimming blocks term 1 and 4
Cross-country at Chingford Park
School Art Exhibition
Visit to Puketeraki Marae
Visit to Olveston as part of social science study
Art Gallery visit
Movie session for Wildlife Hospital fundraiser
Toitu trip
Film Festival animations at Regent Theatre
Golf skills sessions
Football skills sessions with Soccer South
Keeping Ourselves Safe education programme
Get Set Go afternoon at the Stadium
Logan Park student facilitated sports day
Visit to Dunedin Public Library
Performance by Dunedin Symphony Orchestra
Fun swim at Moana Pool for end of year

Tracy Ballantine has completed her second year of Reading Recovery training.
Ed Ansell has been teaching in H2 for two hours each day to release Tracy to
work with 4 children each day.
Several middle syndicate teachers attended the Otago Literacy Conference
during the first term holidays, held at Elm-Grove School. Leia Silby presented
a maths workshop at the Otago Maths Symposium held in Dunedin during the
third term holidays.

The teachers have closely monitored children’s progress in core curriculum
areas through running records and probes in reading, JAM testing, Numeracy
Assessment, and writing samples in written language.
We have continued to build up our reading resource this year. The demand on
the reading resource is high. We thank the Board for their continued funding
towards building this resource.
We have had one very helpful grandparent spending one afternoon a week
mending reading books throughout the year.
All teachers in the middle syndicate have had students from the University this
year.
Leia Silby continues to run a very successful games club one lunchtime a week;
Tracy Ballantine has coordinated the Futsal sports teams this term and it
continues to be extremely popular; Karen continues to take a choir group one
lunchtime a week, culminating in their final performance at Ross Home at the
end of the year. Ed Ansell has coordinated the basketball teams this year. I
appreciate the experience and total commitment from all of the teachers in
the middle syndicate.
Thanks to the BOT for continued funding for teacher-aides. They are an
essential part of our team and spend the majority of their time working on
core curriculum subjects, supporting children who need extra assistance to
achieve to their potential.
Karen Sintmaartensdijk, Team Leader Middle Syndicate

Mathematics
In line with the mid-year report of achievement in maths to the Board of
Trustees, I have chosen to continue reporting against the school target as
recorded in the Statement of Variance. In addition, I have added a narrative
about the ‘goings on’ the subject area.
Achievement in Mathematics
Below is our achievement target in mathematics as per the Statement of
Variance. This measurement point is the end of year 4.
By the end of Year 4, children at NEV Normal will be “Working at stage 5
(advanced counters) of the Ministry of Education Numeracy Framework in
addition and subtraction and will also be working at stage 4 in multiplication
and division”.
End of Year Assessment Data
Previously the end of year assessment data which has been presented to the
BOT has been a percentage calculation of the national standards results in
subject areas. These results encapsulated the results of a range of assessment
tools or tests, observations and an overall teacher judgement (OTJ). The data
presented in this report are the raw results of a standardised Global Strategy
Stage Assessment (Gloss) sat in term 4. It assesses the children’s
understanding of addition, subtraction, multiplication and division
computational strategies. It also assessed understanding in proportional
reasoning. This data is a snapshot of the child’s understanding on one day and
allows for no additional interpretation.
Addition and Subtraction
Children are aiming to be working at Stage 5 or higher by the end of year 4
Unable to sit test

Stage 3

Stage 4

Early Stage 5

Stage 5 or higher

1

1

3

6

37

2%

2%

6.1%

12.2%

75.5%

Multiplication and Division
Children are aiming to be working at Stage 4 or higher by the end of year 4
Unable to sit test

Stage 3

Stage 4

Early Stage 5

Stage 5 or higher

0

3

13

8

25

0

6%

26.5%

16.3%

51%

Observations
Children continue to achieve higher in multiplication and division strategies
than addition and subtraction.
With just under a quarter of the children achieving below our target in addition
and subtraction - this needs attention.
Of the 11 students not achieving in addition and subtraction, 7 of them are
girls, 5 of the 11 students are new arrivals.
7 of the 11 students have received additional help from the pull-out
programme. 1 student received ORRS funding and works with a teacher-aide.
4 of the 11 students identify as Māori or Cook Is Māori.
It is my view that the ‘sub-par’ performance is directly linked to a
misunderstanding of place value. This is a typical issue. This will be a discussion
topic for the first maths staff meeting of the year to help broaden our thinking
of this area.

Prime trial
Throughout the first half of 2019 I am going to continue exploring the Prime
maths programme to review its potential effectiveness for North East Valley
Normal in the future. I will be presenting a report to John in term 2 with my
views on this.
Symposium committee.
With the retirement of Marilyn Holmes at the College of Education a
committee has been formed to take the reins of the Dunedin/Otago Maths
Symposium. This is a professional development symposium run during the
holidays which attracts around 150 teachers from across Dunedin and Otago. I
have volunteered to work on this committee.
Resource purchasing
At the end of 2018, I purchased hands on equipment to support the teaching
and learning of weight, temperature and capacity. This was to replace tired
and broken resources in stock. I have begun building a small teacher reference
section of current teacher books. The books I have purchased this year include
current titles on connecting abstract concepts in maths and approaches to
problem solving.
Coming up:
Review of ways which we are catering for very able mathematicians within
classroom programmes.
 Maths workshop for parents 2019
 Review of Prime programme
 Embed basic facts progressions.
Continue to review consistency of approaches in maths teaching across the
school.
Leia Silby Teacher in Charge Mathematics

Strategic plan 2019
Areas of Strategic Interest
Documentation
Self-review and Administration
Governance

Charter

BOT Action
Continue to
implement new
4-year review
cycle.
Succession
planning –
prepare the
community for
BoT elections
mid 2019.
Develop
enrolment zone
processes.
Digitise BoT
docs.
Complete
retirement of
old policies.
Review Charter
late 2019

Employer Responsibilities

School
Management
Action
Continue to
implement new 4year review cycle;
Imbed SMS.
Arrange BoT
Google team drive.
Review polices for
complete
replacement by
NZSTA policies.

Inform Charter
review

Ensure all have
JDs, Police checks
and registration
where applicable

Improve safety, look and function of the property:

Undertake
minor work as
identified in the
annual BoT
property review;
Ensure there is
adequate
teaching space
for the growing
roll;
Develop
adventure
playground;
Plan for a
possible
departure of the
RR Centre.

Ensure minor
works completed as
scheduled by BoT;
Work with the
Ministry and with
the school’s
property
consultant to
prepare for roll
growth;
Arrange
accommodation to
meet the needs of
the school.

Engagement in learning

Continue to
strengthen Te
Roopu Manaaki
Class.
Support
struggling
children and
their families.

Support Te Roopu
Manaaki Class;
Continue to
address attendance
and lateness;
Continue PB4L tier
2 process.
Maintain networks
of helping agencies.
Manage teacher
assistants and
volunteers to help
those most in need.

Teachers &
Other Staff
Action
Continue to
implement
revised 4year review
cycle;
Widen SMS
use.

Staff provide
input into
Charter and
other
planning
docs.
Teachers
ensure
registrations
are up-todate.
Assist in
ensuring the
school is a
healthy and
safe
environment
by being
proactive and
involving
children in
keeping the
place safe and
clean.
Assist in
ensuring the
buildings and
windows are
secure and
the resources
are kept safe.
More closely
monitor and
follow up on
lateness and nonattendance;
Classroom
implementation of
the PB4L tier 2
process.
Clearly focus on
priority learners.
Be inclusive and
adapt the
curriculum for
those who find
learning difficult.

NEV Community Project and the NEV community

College of Education

Strengthen the school roll

Grow the school’s Environment focus

Continued Implementation of the National Curriculum (NZC)

Promote
community
development;
Support the
community
centre and the
community
garden.
Promote the
school as an
integral part of
the community
and ensure its
facilities are
available to the
community.
Promote a
collegial and
collaborative
atmosphere in
the Valley
education
centres.

Represent BOT &
school in
promoting better
living in NEV.
Ensure the school
is represented in
the Valley
associations and
groups (e.g. Open
Vue, The
Projectetc.tc).

Provide
support to
initial
teacher
training
(ITE) in
Otago.
Promote
the notion
of the
normal
school.

Lead Master of
Teaching &
Learning
programme.
Support the local
ITE providers.
Participate in
normal and model
schools locally and
nationally.

Implement
practice based
teacher training.
Support teacher
trainees fully and
on behalf of the
profession.

Govern the
school in such a
way as to allow
all children to
feel they belong
and they will
reach their
potential.
Ensure the
school is the
best option for
primary
education in
North East
Valley.
Promote
environment
issues in school
& valley;
Fund PD in
environmental
issues;
Support
Community
Garden on site.

Manage the school
in such a way as to
allow all children
to feel they belong
and they will reach
their potential;
Promote the school
to the community
through
engagement,
especially in the
ECEs; and the
community and
city.

Teach
wonderfully;
Care for the
children and their
families;
Be loyal to the
children and the
school.

Promote
environment issues
in school & valley;
Continue
involvement in
Enviroschools
movement
particularly the
award scheme.
Provide release for
enviroschools
teachers.
Sharpen the focus
on the National
Curriculum (NZC).
Rewrite the school
curriculum in light

Support the
Enviroschool
kaupapa;
Reduce, reuse,
recycle and
rethink more.

Ramp up
implementation
of the National
Curriculum
(NZC).

Be involved
in the
community
and use the
community
resources in
the teaching
programmes.

Refresh our
approach to
teaching the
National

of the welcome
demise of National
Standards.
Consider extending
PMP to older
children.
Revise curriculum
areas as per the
curriculum
framework
contained in the 4year review.
Encourage teachers
to be experimental
and innovative.

Curriculum
(NZC).
Be innovative and
experimental.

Make ICTs available to all teachers and pupils

Budget for ICT
growth.
Implement the
Digital
Curriculum.

Replace older
hardware;
Implement the
Digital
Curriculum.

Continue the trial
of personal devices
in the classrooms
and moving some
learning to the
digital world in
line with the new
Digital
Curriculum;

Maintain above average levels of achievement particularly in Literacy and
Numeracy

Fund Teacher
aides where
need is greatest;
Fund maths
trial;
Fund extra
teacher when
new entrant roll
grows.
Fund PD for
refreshing the
curriculum

Closely track
priority learners.

Report all results
each term to
senior managers;

Arrange suitable in
school and out of
school PD for staff.

Attend PD.

Support the
CoL Otepoti ki
Te Raki.

Be the lead school
for the CoL

Work
collaboratively
with other CoL
members.

Continue to deepen pedagogical approach to learning

Community of Learning (CoL)

Awards 2018

For

To

“Citizenship
Award”

Displaying
consistently a
very positive
attitude to
others in
society
‘Respect and
Responsibility’
(A student who
displays
values)

Yr 6

Maria
“Digger Dan
Cup”
Robyn

“Stewart
Cup”

Sportsmanship

Yr 6
Student

Yr 6

Michael
“Creative
Arts Award”
Jane
“Hammer
Cup”
Tracy

“Pakiki
Trophy”
Leia
“Evans-Weir
Cup”
Judith
“Model
Citizen
Trophy”
Lisa

For Creativity
Across the
Arts
Junior Reading
(A child who
has made
significant
progress in
reading in the
Junior
Syndicate)
Strengths in
Creative
Thinking
For
Magnificence
in Maths
To a child who
consistently
displays and
respects the
values of our

Yr 6

Background

Decided By

First presented in 2005, by
the North East Valley
Baptist Church

Yr 6 Teachers

Presented in 2007 by Joan
Miskimin to mark the return
of the marble WW1 soldier
to the NEV War Memorial
Archway on Armistice Day;
11 November 2007. Mrs.
Miskimin taught at NEV in
the 1980’s & loved this old
soldier who was then housed
in the Junior block.
History unknown. First
awarded 1950 to Audrey
Stewart. Presented to
student who displays top
sporting skills and a top
sporting attitude.

Senior
Syndicate

First presented in 2011 by
Jo Howard and Grant
Ramsay
and funded by the PTA

All Staff

Junior
Mrs. Jacqui Hammer taught
Syndicate at NEV for 10 years. On her
Student departure in 2007, Mrs.
Hammer presented this cup
to highlight the importance
of junior reading.

Finn DixonStewart

Tessa Abey

Teacher in
Charge of Sport
Lucia JohnstonJones & Isaac
Simons

Jade Taani
Junior
Syndicate Staff
& Reading
Recovery
Teacher
Colton Russell

Any
Student

Presented by Susan Scharpf
All Staff
and the Dunedin Gifted Kids Finlay McQueen
Charitable Trust

Yr3 or
Yr4
student

Presented by Judith EvansWeir

Yr4 or Y5 Presented by AJ and Adrian
student Woodhouse

Y3 & Y4
Teachers
Ellie Souquet
Y4 & Y5
Teachers
Brea Schofield

school
community

“Xavier
Award”
Karen
“Ben Wright
Trophy”
Amanda

To a child who
has best
displayed the
school’s values
For
participation
in sports at
any level

For
Amazing
Effort Award A student who

Sandra

“George
Harbrow
Trophy”
Theresa
“Top
Academic
Cup”
Sarah Young

Middle
Presented by the PTA in
Syndicate memory of Xavier Lucky
O’Fever Dean who attended
NEVNS from 2003 to 2006.
RIP 20 March 2006.
Any
student

Any
student

has displayed
determination
to overcome
obstacles in his
or her
schooling
Diligence and
work skills

Top academic
student across
the major
subject areas

Presented by the PTA in
memory of Benjamin
Stewart Wright who
attended NEVNS from 2000
to 2007. RIP 5 March 2007.
Presented by Mrs. Sandra
Austen in 2018

Middle
Syndicate
Zoey Peters
All Staff
Otto Dixon

Learning
Support
Coordinator
Tyler Harvey &
Joseph Putara
Rakete

Yr 6

Yr 6

Presented to a student who
Teachers Senior
has consistently worked very Syndicate
hard at school.
Prachi Patel
$30
Formerly the Dux Top
Yr 6 Teachers
Academic acknowledges
Ben Thompson
high academic achievement.
$50
Cup donated by the family
of Charlotte Thompson

Special Mention Certificates
Top Student Te Roopu Manaaki:
Mel
Most Improved Senior Student:
Kirstin
Academic Excellence:
Matt T

Dylan Turnock
Te

Whitu

Micah McAnelly

Mokomoko

“No one has yet realised the wealth of sympathy,
the kindness and generosity
hidden in the soul of a child.
The effort of every true education
should be to unlock that treasure”
Emma Goldman

